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The ABCs of the Confederacy. From the brave sailors of the Alabama to the Confederacy's nurses

and soldiers, this alphabet book pays tribute to every Southerner who protected Dixie. This picture

book primer, including lyrics to two popular period songs and a Confederate uniform quiz, highlights

the spirit of the South's defenders during the Civil War.
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This book should be in every library in the south!Countless Libraries are chock full of foolish books

about 'evolution' and 'gay marriage' yet this book languishes in an  warehouse, not seeing the light

of day. It is a fine book too, with beautiful illustrations and fine big print, easily read by lamplight,

even through eye holes!Recommended too for those cold winter nights, by the fire. As close to the

fire as you can get. That's it.....see those pretty glowing embers? So close...so beautiful...dont mind

the smell...tis just the sin on your body retreating from the flame, dripping off you...yes....sweet fire,

thy embrace warms me

Wonderful book that honors Southern Heritage!

I work at a library in the rural south, and so wasn't terribly surprised when I saw this book come in,

though I was wary of it. However, my opinion changed from unease to pure spite when I saw the

page with the verse,F is for the flagsOf the old Confederacy;And for Nathan Bedford ForrestA devil



to every Yankee!As Forrest was the first Grand Wizard of the KKK, he is not someone children

should be taught to see as a hero.The book continues to present the Yankees as the bad guys and

the confederates as people who simply "wanted Dixie to be free." It is an incredibly skewed and

watered down presentation of the Civil War and not a book I would recommend for anyone to give to

children.

Liked the rhyming stanzas but Pittman could have used some better choices for some letters. The

illustrations make this book wonderful!

This is a fun and beautiful book that helps to introduce our children to their honorable heritage while

learning the alphabet. I bought this for my 2 year old, who loves it, but I have found my 10 year old

looking at it many times and it has sparked great questions from him about people, places and

events, and our own Confederate heritage which he has always been interested in but the pictures

in the book had him digging for more information. The review on here of 1 star given by the cultural

Marxist indoctrinator who wishes to inflict the propaganda narrative of self hate and false guilt on our

children is exactly why you should buy this book.
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